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Roaring tigers, grunting buffalo, and slithering snakes: travelling across the island 

travellers would spend more than three months at sea aboard sailing ships along

including dolphins, sharks, and whales, as well as seabirds such as albatrosses.
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fauna such as rhinoceros, tigers,
Riding horseback and stagecoaches provided the most common modes of 

 

could induce them to move.  Nonetheless, numerous Dutch travelogues comment 
on the strength of the small Javanese horses and the dangers of leaving the track 

transport in travel writing about the Indies. However, rather than focusing on 

Both Dutch and Javanese travelogues constitute starting points so as to gain a better 

other functions of animals in travel literature.

Blume, Johannes Olivier, and Franz Wilhelm Junghuhn will be compared with the 
Serat Centhini and 

 



spiritual devotion. It is important to note, however, that these categories are never 

Dutch travellers such as Reinwardt and Blume carried out extensive explorations of 

knowledge the Javanese protagonists of the Serat Centhini 
ical) animals with supernatural powers that enriched their understanding of the 

with animal stories that echo tales from the Serat Centhini and older Hindu epics 
such as the Mahabharata that contained important life lessons.

and rituals that feature animals, such as horse racing, bullfighting, and hunting.  

elties of the Javanese rampog macan (tiger fight). 

and zoological gardens.  The Javanese traveller Sastradarma has a keen interest in 

travellers visited this zoo as well.

  

creation, protection, and also (in marked contrast) with destruction. This latter role 
brings us to the animal in its role as a dangerous creature with the potential to sud
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Portrait of Caspar Georg Carl Reinwardt. 

Mattheus Ignatius van Bree. Collection 

This chapter is divided into two parts. The first examines the role and function 

writing. Similarities and differences between the Dutch and the Javanese narra
tives are discussed in the conclusion.

Animals from the Dutch perspective

in contrast to what had happened in previous centuries, the Indies saw an influx of 

areas of Asia. Hence, the interior with its indigenous princedoms was much less 

opment led both to an increase in the number 
of Dutch travellers within the archipelago, 

wildlife encounters of those travellers, 



Discoveries in a scientific paradise

 

his brother and annex the Netherlands brought down the curtain on the zoological 

African panther, a black Canadian bear, a wolf, a porcupine, two raccoons, a white 

 Soon 

Indies.

to ensure, on the basis of close and careful observation, that the Netherlands became 

terra incognita
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It was an offer Reinwardt could not refuse. His collegue in Utrecht Professor 

 
The comparison with Alexander von Humboldt indicates how high expectations of 

 The gardens served as the 
centre of botanic research in the Indies. Reinwardt chose this location because 

ensured it received more rainfall. The garden was so beautiful, Reinwardt claimed, 
that it could compete with the loveliest pleasure gardens in Europe.  However, the 

archipelago to be examined for their exploitative potential.

whose famous work The History of Java

animals.  Reinwardt also evinced this scientific interest. On his travels throughout 

Reinwardt sent mounted birds and other animals, skeletons and skulls, animal 

Amongst the most significant pieces he dispatched was the skeleton of a large 

pure. Numerous bottles contained the soft internal parts, which had been prepared 

tial shipments were lost to shipwrecks, however, there were successes as well.  For 

the first crocodile to be relocated from the Indies to Europe.
On his travels Reinwardt made detailed notes, however, despite repeated 



death, was his Reis naar het oostelijk gedeelte van den Indischen archipel in het 

 Whilst scientific travel literature such 

 This kind 
of travel was never innocent, and Pratt states that scientific travellers were also 
ambassadors of colonialism.

is true of him as well. His travels served a dual function.

 It is little wonder then that, time and again in his travel account, 
Reinwardt recorded animal sightings and their locations. For example, on Timor 

numerous deer, kidang 
on the island of Sumbawa.

To Reinwardt, the Indies were a scientific paradise that plied him with endless 
opportunities for research. En route

or shot. Here, hunting served the purpose of furthering scientific research, and 
constituted normal practice.

ted not being able to catch a dugong (sea cow, or manatee).
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collector of indigenous curiosities.

place that had seen no other human prior to his arrival. The suggestion is that he 

world. For example, travelling to the Moluccas he sighted an unfamiliar seabird 
Jan van Gent fous in French, 

and boobies  Disclosing the unknown through a comparison 

literature.

because when one of them had set itself down on the foremast, one of the sailors 

for the bird: 

Reinwardt came across an unknown sea snake, Hydrophis

A bird head, Dysporus 
moluccanus, drawn 
for the Natuurkundige 
Commissie voor 

(Natural Historical 
Commission of the 

Collection Naturalis 

Leiden.



 Near 

pelled themselves forward with a twisting movement in the water and looking like 

.

in Tonsawang was a roast cuscus, which I ate with great relish, although the large 
amount of tjabé 

 

who returned to the Netherlands to become a professor in Leiden. Also German 

encountered via the attribution of new Latin names. As had Reinwardt before him, 

published a separate travel account. Nonetheless, we get a good idea of his 

swarmed with these insects, which even invaded, in their thousands, the suitcases 
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green ant. Nagel also described some of the greater perils to the traveller. One 

forest and devoured.

of a trap door. Excited, Blume wished to preserve it intact for research purposes 

that the cage would not be able to withstand the efforts of this furious animal in its death 

throes, but the water won out and soon silenced the tiger. The Javanese servants hauled 

and the men fled. I was fortunate enough to close the trap door again and saw the escapees 

return, so that once again the spotted forest animal was lowered into the water, and now 

with a live banteng

banteng when the message arrived that a 

katjang
katjang oil soon 



Blume was told how rhinoceros were caught. The Javanese would dig a deep pit, 

 Unable to 
escape, the animal would starve to death. The specimen that Blume found had been 
dead for some time. Yet despite its advanced state of decomposition, Blume was 

he proposed that the animal be lifted out of the pit, but he soon found that this was 

could be stretched out flat. Its skin had become macerated and was swarming with 
black worms:

due to the thickness of the flesh and tough muscles. The stink almost became unbearable, 

foetus

top. The skin was no longer recognizable because of the worms mentioned, but the horn, 

still undamaged.

our return, found a collection of tigers, rhinoceros, wild cows, deer, other animals 

travellers to map the fauna of the Indies.
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Gruesome games and lurking peril

 September he arrived 

 

Sevenhoven, the commissioner at Palembang on South Sumatra.

Moluccas. However, events took an unfortunate turn on the island of Ternate and 
Olivier was 

Aanteekeningen 

Land
Tafereelen en merkwaardigheden uit 

animals such as the (post) horses first and foremost as a means of transport. Other 

insects.  However, like Reinwardt, Olivier also wrote about animals in order 

number of wild buffalo that proved their worth as draught animals and at the 
abundance of all manner of fish, tortoises, wild pigs, and deer, each of which could 



As we saw earlier in the cases of 
Reinwardt and Blume, animals were 
seen as an inexhaustible source of 

other birds, geckos, wildcats, tigers, 
and crocodiles with this goal in mind. 
Animals sometimes served a dual 

crew caught a large shark off the coast 
of Java. As the animal was thrashing 
about, the crew hacked off its tail. A 

heart was cut out of the shark and 

 What is stressed here is not so much the grue

Animals also provided entertainment. From Batavia, Olivier travelled to 
Buitenzorg, where he visited the Botanical Garden and the modest zoo that the 

 There were aviaries too, with colourful parrots, 

Title page of Johannes Olivier, 
, with 
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horticulture, and livestock farming, whilst on the other, it hoped to encourage a 

mentioned earlier.

his impressions of life in the Dutch East Indies in Het nieuws van den dag (The news 

visitor of the Amsterdam zoo, Artis:

be an enormous disappointment to him, and he would be amazed that the capital of a 

The above, somewhat disparaging review appeared despite the fact that the zoo 
had, over recent months, improved. It now boasted a tiger, some bears, cassowar



In a bid to lure the public to the zoo, it also organised other activities. Thus, 

 

zoo. In s Geïllustreerd Maandschrift

Just like Nagel, Olivier learned that animals could be dangerous. During an 
outing to Banten he witnessed a crocodile attack. The water level being low, the 
sloop in which he was travelling could not moor. He was therefore rowed ashore 
in another small boat, but this ran aground a mud bank. Now, whilst he does not 

 To his horror, Olivier saw a large crocodile, its mouth 
wide open, bearing down on his dog. Sensing danger, the dog swam towards the 

shouted to Olivier to sacrifice the dog in order to protect them, but Olivier did not 
hesitate for one moment:

a crocodile, in: Johannes 
Olivier, Tafereelen en 
merkwaardigheden 

Indië
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Throughout his travels, Olivier noticed how indigenous people treated animals 

did not seem to scare them, and, in turn, the crocodiles themselves seemed more 
 Tigers too posed less of a 

danger, Olivier claimed. He had heard stories about a tame tiger that ate out of 

reincarnated ancestors.
role in the spiritual life of the indigenous population. In Kupang on Timor it was 

the ruler was believed to descend from them. Adorned with flowers and beauti

Timorese held on to their adat (tradition).
In addition to crocodiles, Olivier wrote about buffalo to illustrate the lack of 

an enclosure of bamboo palings, tie them up, and calm them. There was mutual 

The buffalo, for its part, protected the Javanese against tiger attacks. Olivier 
recounted an anecdote that underlined the special bond between the Javanese and 

into the air, so that it crashes down lifeless, and thus saves the life of its little handler, 



Olivier was also confronted with the fact that the Javanese used animals for enter

 Another magician even seemed to swallow a 

He took, or so it appeared to us, the snake, put its tail into his mouth and gulped it down bit 

now seemed to swallow the disgusting animal whole and bring it into his stomach. Some 

its box again, and gave a salâmat or bow to the spectators.

Tafereelen uit de natuur en het 
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had died of a bite) made it such a popular pastime amongst the Javanese. However, 

the music stops, the snake falls to the ground, motionless, but then it has to be put into the 

Animals also served to provide the Javanese with entertainment in a different 

 

blade tied to its leg. Then the birds were egged on until their feathers were stand

A rooster sometimes managed to win several times in succession. It happened, 

cocks perished at the same time. The dead birds would then be plucked, roasted, 
and eaten.

Javanese snake charmers, in: Johannes Olivier,
Indië



and meant to add lustre to a celebration or to the visit of an important Dutch civil 
servant. A round area was fenced off for the occasion with bamboo palings into 

the sight of his nemesis, the tiger is frightened, and steals along the walls of the pen, 

noted, as if the two animals were afraid of each other and reluctant to attack.

aggressive too: boiling water or a mixture of chili peppers was poured onto its back 
or snout from above, and sharp sticks or burning straw goaded it on. Most Javanese 

from behind, thrusts his sharp claws deep into his neck, and soon inflicts with his 

a rampog macan
noted.  Armed with long lances, the Javanese would gather around the tiger in a 

 

to the limited state and development of the Javanese. The fight, he argued, was so 

a buffalo and a tiger in Surakarta. In the Tijdschrift voor Nederlandsch Indië
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Journal of the Dutch East Indies) he gave a description of the proceedings, and 
much like Olivier, did not disguise his aversion to the ritual.  It had been rumoured 

 

Junghuhn also witnessed a rampog macan

one set on fire, driving out the animals. Junghuhn characterises the proceedings as a 

himself with the meat of slaughtered 

schaduwbeelden 
light and shadow), his alter ego Brother 

all living creatures and allow each one 

Photograph of Franz Wilhelm Junghuhn, 

Libraries.



Olivier and Junghuhn presented themselves as animal lovers in their travel sto
ries. Olivier protected his dog against a crocodile and watched the tiger fight with 

 

lead to the establishment of various animal welfare organisations, including the 

lightened state.  The conviction was that, once the Dutch had brought civilisation 

had ceased to exist under the influence of the West. Olivier mentions Javanese 
kris

A rampog macan
Schiff, . 
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he could not but become the victim in 

but was now no longer imposed.  It 
is implied that this was thanks to the 

role of animals in Dutch travel texts, 
it is time to look at what meaning is 
attributed to animals in Javanese 
travel texts.

Animals from a Javanese perspective

Animals and birds

Feed in the forest,

Their voices like the song of a virgin

In her fine bedchamber.

ample use of alliteration and onomatopoeia for its descriptions.  The song itself is 
The Travels of 

The Travels). Although travels and 

it was distributed in print rather than in manuscript form, as would have been 

Candranegara (Purwalelana). Collection 



The Travels

As bupati

He dedicated himself to educational matters and wrote utilitarian textbooks on 

The Travels
of the island of Java. The book inspired other Javanese authors to undertake similar 

new travelogue format. One such work, entitled Cariyos Nagari Batavia

Surakarta.

 This found expression, 
Bramartani and its reports on 

ago and in its features on other (overseas) cultures. Local animals also received 

 The bones of megafauna animals now 

part of new travel itineraries and travelogues.

in the footsteps of their travelling ancestors. Whilst shaping their travel stories 

 Both travelogues borrow from 
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 The 
kakawin

in battle scenes.  With the exception of the enchanting kidang, a small deer, forest 
wildlife received less attention. Birds and insects, however, which produced the 

world. A link can be discerned here with earlier presentations of fauna in travel 

existence of local spiritual forces, including supernatural animals.  In the course 

embraced European knowledge.  In this sense, it is perhaps unsurprising that 

Serat Centhini, which encompasses a range 
 The Travels 

Encyclopaedic knowledge and legends from the past

around travel. A widespread narrative was that known as Serat Centhini (hence
forth Centhini

aspects of life, including animals. During the first decades of the nineteenth cen
Centhini was composed at the court of Surakarta in Central Java. 



This extensive text, set in verse

make sense of the world.
Throughout the Centhini, much attention is devoted to flora and fauna. The 

are often treated to long lists of birds or insects that bring out the melodic sound of 

through (listening to and interpreting) the sound of birds. Furthermore, she shares 

for example, from the limbs of the woodpecker.

Cebolang and his santri  followers meet Ki Lurah Lebdaswaninda, the village 
head of Margawati. As a servant of the Sultan of Mataram he takes care of the 

kentheng

indicate its character, behaviour, and temperament, and can thus determine the 
 This turns out to be a revelation to Mas Cebolang, who 

luck or misfortune of its owner. When the lurah has finished lecturing, Cebolang 
thanks him for having taken his knowledge to a higher level and he then continues 

excellent care of the Javanese ruling elite, became known as the best horse to be 

 Following 
in the footsteps of Mas Cebolang, Purwalelana climbs the hills of Margawati and 
comes upon the kentheng when he reaches the top:
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indeed robust and have good hooves. This should, however, not be attributed to this water, 

and this makes the bodies of the horses powerful and their hooves tough. These horses do 

Unlike his Centhini

In another episode of the Centhini

a number of enormous bones scattered throughout the stream. The head of the 
kedhaton (palace) 

 This battle scene has 

the second of the five Pandawa brothers, defeats King Arimba and his demon 
wayang performances 

 As he is shown around the 
district of the Wedana  of Padangan, the latter takes him to the village of Kedaton at 

with the Pandawa. Kedaton is situated on a small river which flows south. It is called 

composed the 

 The nobleman 
comes up with an alternative explanation for the origins of the huge bones: ‘
belong to none other than Wabru mentioned in the Serat Ménak 

 The Serat 
Ménak 

 His 



 Purwalelana links the bones to an episode from the 

not King Arimba who was killed here, but a wild forest animal, the Wabru. During 

When we compare the Dutch and Javanese travel narratives discussed so far, 

Natuurkundig Tijdschrift 

after The Travels

 Meanwhile, the 
traveller Sastradarma had heard about an important collection of curiosities and 

Pastimes in the zoo and in the ring

 Radèn Salèh was appointed a 

findings during excavations in several regions of Java and donated fossil bones 
 In his travel account, Sastradarma described a visit he made in 

buda 
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people, which he had collected during his travels across Java as part of his govern
ment assignment.

Salèh had also provided chairs and small tables around the collection so as to make 
space for the gentlemen 

the help of several indigenous officials.
On another occasion Sastradarma also visited the grounds surrounding the 

estate of Radèn Salèh. Friends had told him that some Dutchmen had purchased a 

 



buildings awaited him near the entrance. About the infrastructure of the park 

 He also made it clear to his readers that the Dutch were in charge 

tioning, each in their turn, all the buildings, pens, and cages, and their respective 

He mentions a great number of animals with which he seems familiar, including 

foreign species:

a small deer (kidang

kidang, and the frog) Sastradarma helped his readers make sense of an otherwise 

also features in the Dutch travel accounts mentioned in this chapter.  Sastradarma 

 It remains unclear if this odd creature 
appeals to him or not.

Apart from the animals that represented another world, Sastradarma was 
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in its own right.

witnessed in Bogor (Buitenzorg), West Java, but also of some bull races he attended 
in Bondowoso, East Java. Apart from providing details about the events itself, he 

in Bondowoso he appears to be mingling with the crowd.

 
of a pal wide and half a pal long.

gamelan
huge crowd, seated according to race and rank:

The Dutch ladies and gentlemen watch the games from a long, wide grandstand erected 

on the east side of the course. On each side of it there are several bamboo platforms each 

with a thatched roof, destined for other spectators, including those Dutchmen who did not 

almost the entire ring.

sikepan,

the races, his deeper feelings towards the event remain obscure. Nonetheless, he 



of them. Such an instinctive move could lead to dangerous situations.

Here, as in the account of the Margawati horses, Purwalelana shows himself a 
connoisseur and admirer of horses. This fits well with the general interest Javanese 

In Bondowoso, Purwalelana witnessed some bullfights for the first time in 

mean, however, that one should not attend or avoid the event. Unrest, according 

Horse races in Batavia, in:  natures et lithographiées sous la 
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the .

of the fighting bulls. The sounds are like thunder, making the earth shudder. This horn 

Kerap 



Even louder now are the shouts of those who see their bet on the winning bull rewarded. 

Next, the animals are replaced and a new duel begins. And on it goes, until four fights 

have taken place.

kerap
Purwalelana provides a comprehensive ethnographic description, which again 
highlights the sounds of the spectacle:

A team of two bulls is hitched on to a crossbeam, which resembles a harrow without teeth. 

it. A man gets on the long crossbeam and leans against the vertical pole. In one hand he 

holds the reins of the bulls, in the other one he has a whip. Once the man has taken up his 

position, the crowd starts shouting, upon which the bulls dash forward. The man urges 

noise heard during the bullfight.

 Purwalelana ends his accounts of the exciting spectacle 

involve gambling) also occurs in the Dutch narratives examined above. To the 

for instance, a tiger against lancers armed with pikes during a This 
popular ritual pastime of the Javanese courts was not included in the Javanese 

several pages to the zoological garden in Batavia, which proved to be a place for 
pleasure and learning alike. However, according to some disappointed Dutch 
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Between protection and destruction

Lurking perils are a recurring theme in Dutch travel writing. Wild animals 

invincible. In the Javanese travel narratives several species were associated 

Indeed, at the time, Puger was an area with extensive forests in which tigers 

pasanggrahan

his entire account does he become scared himself. This is in stark contrast to the 
Dutch travellers, who seem obsessed with the risk of tiger attacks. At a post house 

the beach:

animal is still hiding near where I strolled.

even areas with substantial tiger populations such as Blitar should not scare the 

The 
Travels and the Centhini



Tigers, because of their preferred forest edge and brush habitat and their habit of hunting 

and he promises to stand guard during the night. When glancing outside in the 

of three tigers. The men, in their turn, are surprised to see the overnight visitors 

Amsterdam.
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sima gadhungan 

a naga or nagini
can shift her (human) shape.  Javanese chronicles recount how the first ruler of 

believed to be essential for the building of a state.

other words, the naga  

 and tall durian trees, planted 
 He provides details about two big 

Some kain lurik,  and two head cloths, one with 

gold leaf and the other one with a lace edging and, furthermore, a kampuh  decorated 

contents are taken to the district office, where the wedana inspects them. Once he has 

sanggar.

In this episode of the Serat Centhini 

garments that the Goddess is said to wear during her meetings with the ruler.  

naga 
 The tiger appears in its role 



naga 

Purwalelana.
sits the village of Kasanga. The caretaker of this place accompanies the visitors and 

 With an almost 
literal allusion to the Centhini, Purwalelana reports:

In the centre I notice holes as wide as a rice steamer. The inner part of the holes, when 

seen from above, shines like oil and emits bubbling noises. When I get closer, I am asked to 

As it turns out, the Kasanga heartland is the burial ground of the snake Jaka 

Because tradition has it that this is an omen for Java. If the noise coming from beneath 

the ground of the Kasanga heartland resembles a cannon, it means that there will be war. 

This is what happened at the time of the Dipanegara War,

Demak,

danger. The animal itself had been condemned to its particular burial place for 

Centhini. It can be summarised as follows.
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spot. A gamecock picked up what the king had left behind and sometime later laid 

appeared from the middle of the pile. He claimed to be Jaka Linglung, the son of 

The king was embarrassed and decided to give his son an impossible task. He told 

Sea. If the serpent succeeded, he would recognise him as his son.
The serpent managed to defeat the crocodile. After the battle he chose a route 

ace. However, before he reached his destination, he emerged a few times, sticking 

landscape such as mud wells and salt lakes came into being. The king was shocked 
to see his son back and ordered that the snake be transferred to a place southeast of 
Medang Kemolan: a vast, open, and uncultivated grassland with fertile soil. There 

son. When this task had been accomplished, the snake was no longer able to move. 

tempest. When the rain and the storm had abated, the snake was buried under all 

 With its fortuitous outbursts 



Conclusion

indigenous practices such as cock fights and rampog macan as barbaric and cruel.
In the travel stories from the Centhini

from the Centhini in which animals are sometimes ascribed new, less esoteric roles. 

the Centhini 
Sastradarma, in turn, takes an interest in these bones on his visit to Radèn Salèh, 

excavations throughout Java.
In both the Dutch and Javanese accounts, we find clear examples of animals in 

fight between the tiger and the pikemen in the rampog macan. This gruesome 

and cricket fights that involve endless betting and senseless killing.
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a minor role in those of the Dutch. Here we can discern a link with the notion of 

nagas are presented as guardian 
spirits associated with the creation and maintenance of the state.

role of animals in Dutch and Javanese travelogues, shared or opposing narratives 

On the basis of the material studied in this chapter, it becomes clear that theories 

tives and including indigenous (in this case Javanese) sources in the research will 

contribute to the decolonisation of the field of Dutch travel writing studies.
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Verschillende 

Olivier,  door Java en de Molukkos

Olivier, naar en door Java en de Molukkos

Olivier, 

Olivier,

Olivier, 

paauwen en ander gevogelte, als om hem te bespotten, door krassen, klokken en allerlei geluid, 

Koenders, 

On Dirk Beets, see Honings, 
‘ ‘Zeker, hier plotseling 

treffen; het zonlicht zou hem al te gauw te machtig worden; de doodsche rust zou hem verbazen. 

Het nieuws van ‘
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‘

Olivier, , vol. : 

Olivier, , vol. : ‘Als onwillekeurig rukte ik nu den hond 

in geval van nood den krokodil in den muil te duwen zulk en geplas en geraas maakten, dat het 

Olivier, , vol. 
Olivier, , vol. 

Olivier,

Olivier, Land ‘In zulke 

, vol.  

Olivier, 

Olivier, Tafereelen en merkwaardigheden ‘

nieuw, trok er langzaam de slang weder uit, sloot haar weder in de kist, en maakte een salâmat of 

Olivier, Tafereelen en merkwaardigheden uit ‘

algemeen, dat, wanneer een huis door deze of andere slangen bezocht wordt, men slangenbe
zweerders ontbieden moet, die door het bespelen hunner flageolet, de schuilplaats der slangen 

Olivier, ‘geliefkoosd volksvermaak der 

Olivier, ‘

Olivier,

Olivier, s reis naar en door Java en de Molukkos



Olivier, 

Junghuhn, 

Olivier, : 

Olivier,  de Molukkos

Olivier, 

Junghuhn, en schaduwbeelden

Cf. Lippincott & Blühm, 
Olivier, Tafereelen en 

Olivier,  Java en de Molukkos

Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels

sung rendition of the poem.

On the life and work of Candranegara, see Bosnak & Koot, The Travels,
Cf. Ricklefs, 

Ricklefs 

Ricklefs, 

Centhini

Imperial Eyes

Zoetmulder, Kalangwan,

Kakawin is a long narrative poem written in Old Javanese that is meant to be recited or sung.
Zoetmulder, Kalangwan

Ricklefs, 
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Ricklefs, 

Ricklefs, 

tembang macapat tradition. See also 

Centhini.

Serat Centhini Serat 

Centhini
Students of religion who travel to places of knowledge.

Literature of Java, 

Serat Centhini Serat Centhini

Barwegen, Gouden hoorns
Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels

Serat Centhini Serat Centhini

Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels

Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels
See Pigeaud, Literature of Java

From Serat Ménak were written based on 

Pigeaud, Literature of Java, vol. 
Pigeaud, Literature of Java

we learn that A.B. Stuart Cohen, a conservator of manuscripts from the collection of the Batavian 

The Travels

In this context, buda 

Sastradarma, Cariyos Nagari Batawi
Sastradarma, Cariyos Nagari Batawi

Sastradarma, Cariyos Nagari 

Sastradarma, Cariyos Nagari Batawi, vol. 
Sastradarma, Cariyos Nagari Batawi

Sastradarma, Cariyos Nagari Batawi

Thompson, Travel Writing
Sastradarma, Cariyos Nagari Batawi

Sastradarma, Cariyos Nagari Batawi

paal
Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels

Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels

Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels

Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels



Barwegen, Gouden hoorns, 

Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels

Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels

Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels
Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels

Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels

Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels

Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels

Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels
Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels

 

Serat Centhini Serat Centhini

Ricklefs, History of Modern Indonesia

Its botanical name is mangifera odorata, and in Javanese it is called , hence the name of the 

village.
Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels

A striped, woven cotton fabric.
A ceremonial batik garment.

The Javanese Travels

Also called Tunggulwulung or Taksaka in the 
Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels

Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels

Javanese Prince Dipanegara, who presented himself as the messianic Ratu Adil (Just King).

Centhini

Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels
Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels

Bosnak & Koot, The Javanese Travels Serat Centhini

Wirodono, Serat Centhini,
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